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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce a new segmentation algorithm
for still images which forms the basis of a sequence coding
technique. The segmentation takes into account the human
mechanism of selecting regions both by their interior and by
their boundary characteristics.The first aspect is considered in a
preprocessing that will be described below. Moreover, both
characteristics are used jointly in a stochastic model for
segmented images. The gray level information within the
regions is modelled by stationary gaussian processes and the
boundary information by a GMRF [2]. The segmentation is
canied out by using the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) criterion.
Hence, the algorithm seeks the most likely realization of the
process, given the preprocessed image. For the sake of
computational simplicity, suboptimal versions of the algorithm
are proposed.

In this paper a new segmentation algorithm for still black
and white images is introduced. This algorithm forms the basis
of a region-oriented sequence coding technique, currently under
development. The algorithm models the human mechanism of
selecting regions both by their interior characteristics and their
boundaries. This is canied out in two different stages: with a
preprocessing that takes into account only gray level
information, and with a stochastic model for segmented images
that uses both region interior and boundary information. In the
stochastic model, the gray level information within the regions is
modelled by stationary gaussian processes, and the boundary
information by a Gibbs-Markov Random Field (GMRF). The
segmentation is carried out by finding the most likely realization
of the joint process (Maximum a Posteriori criterion), given the
preprocessed image. For decreasing the computational load
while avoiding local maxima in the probability function,
suboptimal versions of the algorithm are proposed.

The organization of the paper is as follows: the second
section deals with the preprocessing method. In the third
section, the stochastic model for segmented images is defined. A
MAP criterion to perform the segmentation, using this model, is
presented. The fourth section describes two suboptimal
algorithms that overcome the problems of the optimum
algorithm. Results obtained using these algorithms are shown.
The last section is devoted to comments and conclusions.

1.- Introduction
Currently, the image coding approaches used most
frequently are based on transform techniques, and mainly on the
Discrete Cosine Transform. Usually, these techniques lie on
block-orientedschemes that avoid the transmission of boundary
information and have low computational complexity. On the
other hand, two main problems arise when using a fixed block
partition of the images: the information within each block is not
always stationary which results in a loss of coding performance,
and each block is treated separately which results in an
obviously false contour effect (blocking-effect) when decoding
the image. Moreover, the compression ratios achieved by these
techniques seem to have reached their maximum.

2.- Preprocessing stage
When comparing classical with visual segmentations, it
can be observed that classical methods have a tendency to split
visually homogeneous light areas into several regions, as well as
to merge visually inhomogeneous dark areas, producing
overgrown regions. These effects lead to segmentations in
which the regions seem to correspond poorly to objects in the
scene.

In order to avoid these problems, the first stage of our
segmentation algorithm preprocesses the image to account for
the greater sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS) to
gradients in dark areas as compared to light ones. This has been
implemented following Stevens' law, recently used to build a
new visual model of brightness perception [3]. The algorithm
changes the gray level of each pixel within the image following
the relation
y = K * x",
(1)

Two main ideas can be applied for increasing the
compression ratio in image sequence coding: the reduction of
inter- and intra-frameredundancy, and the use of knowledge of
the human visual system (Second Generation techniques) [l]. A
way to combine these two ideas and to avoid the main
drawbacks of a block-oriented scheme is to use object-oriented
sequence coding techniques. These techniques make use of
segmentation to provide the coding algorithm for regions, in
which a given criterion of stationarity should be fulfilled.
Furthermore, in this case the independent treatment of each
region does not lead to a false contour effect but highlights the
boundaries of the segmented image. Thus, in order to obtain a
high visual quality of the decoded image, the segmentation
performed should be as close as possible to the visually
perceived segmentation.

-

where n is an exponent found to be about 0.33 [3]. This
algorithm allows us to obtain regions that conform more closely
to those detected visually. Therefore, the coding performance
may improve, even if the number of regions is higher than the
number obtained when using classical methods.
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4.- Suboptimal algorithm
One way to reduce the computational complexity of the
implementation is to provide the algorithm with not only the
preprocessed image, but also with an estimate of the desired
segmentation. This first estimate should be an oversegmented
image, since the algorithm of section 3 is not allow to create new
regions. Moreover, in order to be consistent with the model of
segmented images presented in section 3, the initial estimation
should be performed taking into account the homogeneity in
mean and variance of the regions. Thus, this first segmentation
could be obtained as the first local maximum achieved in the
simulated annealing, for T + = in (7). Nevertheless, an
algorithm based on MAP criterion using mean and variance
parameters performs only a few merging operations, and the
eventual segmentation is still far from the desired result.
Therefore, another criterion should be used.
Obtention of the first estimation.

'

The algorithm proposed to obtain the initial estimate is
based on a region growing technique. This kind of method has
been chosen because it can be easily extended to image sequence
segmentation. The algorithm uses as input the preprocessed
image and has three different steps. At each step the merging
criterion becomes more complex. In the first step, two pixels are
merged if the difference between their gray level is lower than a
fixed threshold.
The criterion in the second step uses the concepts of size
and mean value of the regions. That is, a region smaller than a
given size is merged accounting for the similarity of its mean
value with the mean values of the regions of its neighbourhood.
The mergings of regions with closest mean values are performed
first, and mean values updated after each merging. The reason
for removing small regions is twofold. First, as the model of
section 3 uses the estimated value of the variance of the regions,
it is worth having a fair number of points in each region, in
order to avoid inaccurate estimations. Second, this segmentation
is the basis of a sequence coding technique. Thus, small details
in the scene can be blurred by overgrowing regions, to reduce
the amount of information to code. However, the loss of small
details at this step of the algorithm is not an irreversibleprocess,
and relevant small regions are recovered when introducing the
boundary information in the region model.

In the third step, the gray Ievel values within each region
are modelled as in section 3. That is, they are assumed to be a
sample from a stationary gaussian process. The merging
criterion at this step checks all the possible mergings of two
neighbour regions, by means of a test of similarity of their gray
level distributions. This is carried out with the Generalized
Likelihood Ratio (GLR) test, due to its greater performanceover
other tests. As in the previous step, the merging of the most
similar regions is performed first, and the GLR tests are updated
after each merging. This algorithm finishes when a segmentation
with a given number of regions is obtained. At this point, a first
estimation of the desired segmentation has been reached. Hence,
the algorithm of section 3 can be used to find the maximum
closest to this estimation.
As the process of simulated annealing has been shortcut
with the use of this first estimation, the parameter T in (7) is
redundant and can be set to one. In order to fix the potentials V1
and V2, two concepts can be applied: the boundaries of the
regions should conform to the boundary of natural objects, and
the resulting contours should be as easy as possible to code.
Both concepts lead to a smooth contour solution, which can be
achieved penalizing diagonal cliques within the partition. Paying

attention to this conclusion, several pairs of values have been
studied and it has been concluded that a large range of values
yield similar results (values of V1 between 0.1 and 10 have been
used, as well as ratios of V2 and V1 between 0.1 and 0.5).
Considering that the algorithm presented in the previous
section has to be extended to a sequence segmentation, a
simplification in terms of data structure and computational load
is in order. Thus, two different algorithms are proposed. These
algorithms do not seek the label change that increases the
likelihood in the whole image at each step, but for either a
restricted area or a given step.
Recursive (sequential)algorithm
The image is scanned line by line, from top to bottom and
from left to right. Far each boundary point, the label that
maximizes the likelihood of the realization of the process is
assigned to it. After each label change, the parameters of the
model are updated. To speed up the algorithm, a second scan in
the opposite direction is carried out. This double scan is iterated
until no label change is performed.
Non-recursive (parallel)algorithm
For a given partition, all the label changes that initially
increase its likelihood are made without updating the parameters
of the model. Once this step is finished, the entire set of
parameters is updated. Since the convergence of this method is
not guaranteed (label changes that do not maximize the current
partition may occur), it should be iterated only a fixed number of
times. However, in all the cases in which this algorithms has
been tested without fixing the number of iterations, at each
iteration the probability function has increased, and eventually a
maximum has been reached.
It should be remarked that the results obtained with both
algorithms are similar. In figure 2, the final segmentation of
frame number 6 from the sequence "Miss America" is shown.
Note that hair and background are successfully separated thanks
to the preprocessing stage. Figure 3 shows this segmentation
with each region filled with its mean value. Figure 4 shows a
coarse segmentation of the image "Cameraman". This
segmentation has not been obtained with the method proposed
above, but it is useful to highlight that even using such a
segmentation as initial approximation, the proposed algorithms
are able to recover the details of the original image, and to
perform a correct segmentation (see figures 5 and 6). The
number of iterations necessary in this case is greater than when
using the first segmentationproposed above.

5.- Conclusions
A new segmentation algorithm for still images, that forms
the basis of a region-oriented sequence coding technique
(currently under development), has been presented. The
algorithm introduces knowledge of the HVS in order to obtain
more natural segmentations. The segmentation is performed
using a MAP criterion applied to a stochastic process that
models segmented images, using both boundary and gray level
informationjointly. Since the interior of each region is modelled
by a gaussian process, the spatial correlation of the points in the
lattice is not fully exploited. In order to make a better use of the
spatial correlation information, other kinds of models may be
applied (e.g.: a GMRF for the interior of the region). The
current research deals with the application of this kind of model,
as well as the extension of the algorithm to image sequence
segmentation.
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